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ABSTRACT: A cardiac pacer, which may be a demand pacer, 
with a calibrated stimulating pulse rate which is preferably ad 
justable. The pacer utilizes a low current drain, regulated 
power supply which provides a current into a timing circuit, 
the current being substantially independent of supply voltage 

[52] US. Cl ...................................................... .. 128/421; over a large range ofsupply voltage Variations; 

320/391323/66 The regulated power supply includes a series circuit con 
[51 ] Int. Cl ....................................................... .. A6ln 1/36 raining a source of voltage, a ?e|d effect device for producing 
[50] Fleld ofseal'ch .......... .............................. .. 128/419(P a Constant current, and an impedance for providing a Substam 

D1ge$t)'4|9"4221 523/65! 66’ 683 tially constant voltage across it when a substantially constant 
320/39 current is applied to it. A transistor is connected across the 

. . constant voltage producing'impedance so that it exhibits a 
[56] References cued high input impedance and provides a current, in its collector 

UNITED STATES PATENTS circuit, which varies substantially independently of the source 
3,109,430 1 1/1963 Tischler ......... .. 128/422 voltage. In the preferred form, a variable resistor in the 
3,1 14,872 12/1963 Allard ............. .. 323/22X transistor emitter circuit makes the magnitude of the collector 
3,303,413 2/1967 Warner. Jr. et al. ....... .. 323/22X current adjustable over a predetermined range. 
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l 
CARDIAC PACEMAKER WITH REGULATED POWER 

SUPPLY 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 
This invention relates to electronic circuits, and more par 

ticularly to cardiac pacer circuits adapted to supply heart 
stimulating pulses to a patient on demand. 
Cardiac pacers are well known, as are demand pacers which 

supply heart stimulating pulses only when the patient's heart 
skips one or more beats. Such demand I pacers are often 
designed to respond to the R-wave produced by the patient's 
heart. Prior art pacers have been subject to the disadvantage, 
however, that the timing between pulses is dependent upon 
the supply voltage. That disadvantage is not great if the pacer 
is adapted to be powered from line current, but such devices 
are not portable with a mobile patient. ' j . 

Portable pacer units-should be usable over an extended 
period of time, preferably several years, without replacement 
of the batteries. For that reason, most portable‘ pacers, both. 
external and implantable, have been designed for low power 
drain. Even those devices were not completely acceptable 
because their pulse rate gradually changes as battery voltage 
deteriorates. An additional problem was created when it was 
desired to make an adjustable rate device with a rate calibra 
tion. As the battery voltage dropped due to continued use, the 
calibration, if in number of beats per minute, becomes errone 
ous. Zener diodes are often utilized to regulate supply voltage. 
However, those devices are not usable in low power drain 
pacers. Zener diodes draw a current which is at least an order 
of magnitude greater than the entire current drain desired in a 
portable battery powered pacer. . 

Field effect devices have also been used‘to provide a con 
stant .current source which is relatively independent of varia 
tions in the supply voltage. The dif?culty with using such 
devices is that the actual current obtainable with the same 
gate bias varies as much as 20 percent from device to device. 
Thus, when it is desired to make a constant current of con 
trolable magnitude, it is difficult, if not impossible, to obtain 
accurate variable resistors capable l controlling the current, 
which may vary as much as 20 20 from one device to the next, 
within a speci?ed range for all the pacers. ‘ ' 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

This invention is intended to overcome theaforementioned 
dif?culties of prior art-devices. The invention provides a low 
power drain pacer having a regulated power supply which 
drives a pulse generator at a rate which is substantially inde 
pendent of the supply voltage over a wide range of such volt 
ages. The power supply preferably includes a rate control, 
calibrated in beats per minute, which changes less than I per 
cent even though supply voltage decreases by as much as 20 
percent. , 

The invention provides a regulated power supply including 
a series circuit including a source of voltage, means for provid 
ing a substantially constant current independent of relatively 
wide variations in voltagethereacross, and a means for provid 
ing a substantially constant voltage when a substantially con 

7 stant current is applied to it.'The power supply further in 
cludes current control means having a high'input impedance 
and providing an output-current which is substantially inde 
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pulse generator timer to ?re the next pulse the normal interval 
after the natural heartbeat. The pulse generator of such a 
device is set to 20 at a slightly slower rate than the natural 
heartbeat rate. Therefore, the demand pacer is continually 
reset and provides no pulse output so long as the heart beats 
naturally. Should the heart skip a beat, however, the pacer in 
serts that beat in the normal sequence. As long as the heart 
fails to provide natural beats in the normal sequence, the de 
mand pacer stimulates beats at the pacer rate. The preferred 
form of the invention provides an adjustable rate, calibrated in 
beats per minute in which the rate is substantially unaffected 
by supply voltage variations of as much as 20 percent or by the 
stimulated heartbeat which immediately follows each pacer 
pulse. . 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING 

The single FIG. is a schematic circuit diagram of a cardiac 
demand pacer utilizing the invention. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT 

The single FIG. discloses a cardiac demand pacer including 
a regulated power supply 10 which provides power for a pulse 
generator 11. Pulses from generator 11 are fed to a voltage in 
creasing circuit 12 which applies an increases'output voltage 
across a pair of electrodes 13 and 14. Electrodes l3 and 14 are 
adapted to contact a patient so as to deliver‘heart stimulating 
pulses to the cardiac tissue. One or more of electrodes 13 and 
14 may be designed to come directly in contact with cardiac 
tissue. The demand portion of the pacer includes an R-wave 
ampli?er 15 which is connected to receive andamplify R 
wave signals from electrodes 13 and 14 andto produce a 
signal output for a sensed R-wave of either polarity. The out 
put signal from ampli?er 15 is coupled to a refractory circuit 
16 which is designed to receive a signal from ampli?er 15, ac 

. tivate a reset mechanism 17, and prevent further signals 
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pendent of source voltage variations when a relatively con- > 
stant voltage is connected between the input terminals. The 
constant voltage means is connected between the input ter 
minals of the current control means. In the. preferred struc 
ture, the current control means includes means for varying the 
output current. 
The invention further provides a cardiac pacer having a 

regulated power supply, above described, connected to pro 
vide a current into the timing circuit of a pulse generator. The 
pacer also has electrodes for applying pulses from the pulse 
generator to the patient‘s heart. The pacer is preferably a de~ 
mand device which also includes circuitry for sensing natural 
heartbeats intervening between pulses and for resetting the 
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received from ampli?er 15 within a predetermined time 
period from reactivating reset mechanism 17. Thus, refractory 
circuit 16 makes reset mechanism 17 insensitive to signals 
sensed by ampli?er 15 within a predetermined time interval 
after a ?rst signal is sensed. Reset mechanism 17 is connected 
to reset a timing mechanism within pulse generator 11 to a 
predetermined level in synchronism with the signal from am 
pli?er 15. Thus, the demand pacer provides a stimulating 
pulse if, and only if, a natural heartbeat does not occur within 
a predetermined time after the last reset signal, whether that 
signal was caused by a pacer pulse or by a prior natural heart 
beat. ' 

Power supply 10 includes a source of voltage, here shown as 
a battery 20, with a capacitor 21 connected between the posi 
tive and negative terminals. Capacitor 21 extends battery life 
by reducing the effects of high current drain during the pacer 
pulse. The positive terminal ‘of battery 20 is connected to a 
supply voltage conductor 18 through a pushbutton, on-off 
switch 22. The negative terminal of battery 20 is connected to 
a ground conductor 19. A device‘ which provides a substan 
tially constant current independent of relatively wide varia 
tions in the voltage across it, here shown as a ?eld effect 
device 23 having a source electrode 24, a drain electrode 25, 
and a gate electrode 26 is provided with a‘ resistor 27 con 
nected between source electrode 24 and ground line 19. Gate 
electrode 26 is directly connected to ground line 19. Con 
nected in series with the source-drain circuit of field effect 
device 23 is means for providing a substantially constant volt 
age when a substantially constant current is applied to it. That 
means, as here shown, includes a resistor 28 and a variable re 
sistor 30. One end of resistor 28 is connected to drain elec 
trode 25 and the other end is connected tothe cathode of a 
temperature compensating diode 29. The anode of diode 29 is 
connected to one end of resistor 30 and the other end of re 
sistor 30, and the wiper thereof, are connected to supply volt 
age conductor 18. - 
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Power supply-10 alsot'includes a current control means hav~ 
'in’g'a pair of inputterminals and a pair of output terminals, ex 
hibitingv high vimpedancev between ‘the input terminals and 
providin'g'a currentbetween the output terminals which varies 

intermediate resistor 67- and capacitor 68 to the opposite plate 
5 of capacitor 70. ., , ' ~ 

1 ‘The opposite plate of capaci rmz?lisialso connected to one 
plate of a low- frequency shapiri ‘capacitor 73,-whose opposite 

substantially independently of source voltage variations when 5' plate is connected to the gate el'ectr'ode‘of a ?eld effect device 
6 a relatively constant voltage is applied across the input'ter- 74. The gate electrode ofl?eld effect-device 74 is connected 

7 "Final-5., here shown aS=a1rarlSiSt0r 31 and variable resistors 32 through a biasingiresistor 75. to ground conductor 19 and is 
and Oneef the. input‘ termii'ialsv of the current control ,‘ also connected to the drain electrode of field effect device 74 

I nieans is preferablyeommon withene of its eutpiitterminals Y through-ahighvfrequericy rolloff capacitor 76. A resistor 77 is 
3S shown at jllhcliQh 51~ The base ehtmnsister 31 i8 thelotherl 'lqtcon'nectedu-between supply voltage conductor 18 and the drain 
inputterminal. and IheCOHBCIOI' 9f transistor then is the other - electrode‘ of ?eld effect de_vice.74. A- resistor 78 is connected 
o'iitput terminal; Transist0r'3l has its-base ?lech'Qde 60"- between the source‘telectrode ofv?eld effect device 74,-and 
nec'tedvto drain electrode 25~andg?tS emitter ele'ch'od? Coh- ti .igroundconductor 19‘. A low ‘frequency shaping capacitor?” is 

.. hCCEQd ‘0 oneend oflval'iable, resistor SZ-NariabIe resistor”. 1 also connected between the source electrode. of'?eld effect 
has its opposite end connected to one end of asecond variable ‘ \ d¢viceg74 and ground conductor 19. . 

- F¢SiSl0F33 whichhas “5 QPPOSite'end and Wiper connected to _ Allowyfrequency shaping capacitor 80 is connected between 
supply-voltage cohduCmr lstat junictioril5l. Regulated power the tdrainelectrode of?eld effect device 74 and theigate elec 

, supply ‘10 Provides,v at the collector of transistor 31, a-Currem -_ trode' of a field effect device 81-, A pair of opposed diodes s2 
Whose ‘magnitude ismml'oua-bier by; varying the impedance of 20 and 83 are connected in-parallel between the gate electrode of 
1T ésisttof 32,- Resistor 32 is preteetedfm'm ?xtraneous magnetic ’ ‘field effect device‘ 81 and ground conductor 19. A resistor 84 

> ?elds by iii-Shielding 34 Come-‘Fwd ‘Q a conductor 35 which’ in and a highr?frequency rolloff capacitor 86 are connected in 
tilt!" is directly connected to ground cQndu-ctol' 19: 1 parallel between supply voltage conductor 18 and the drain 

- “Weeding "ow to‘ Pulse- generator-11, the collecfor of ' electrode of?eld effect device 81. A_ resistor 85 and a low 
‘I‘ » ‘Fangs-tot“ lsvconnected to one plate of a timing C?PaUtQY 36 ;~.25 ‘frequency shaping capacitor 87 are connected in parallel 
1' f"may:i‘m’im‘snie'Plate ‘'5 connect-ed to'g'mund conductor 19' w. betweenthe source electrode of field effect device 81 and 
The collector of transistor 31 is also connected to one end of a ground conductortlq ' - v I 

’ resistor” whose opPosit-e end is connected to the base of a I - A low frequency shaping capacitor 88 is connected between 
- ’ ‘Fansismnaa The'9pposite end of resistor” is also connected the drain electrode of field effect‘ device‘81 and a base elec 
-'t9 .the?athode Ora dic’de_-39"wh°Se .anode is connFcted t_° 30 .trode of a transistor '89; A, biasing resistor 90 is connected 

' '’ gFQM-QwndUCmriU" Almgh 'fteque'icy bypass capac'tor 4-0 ‘S t 7 between thebasefof transistor 89 andground cOnductory19. 
@mmd bcwee“ the'basev ‘PMranSISPM 38 and ground con" r 'Another‘biasing resistor 91 isconnected between supply volt 
‘19cm!’ 19‘ The base 0f tranF‘s‘mtss ls‘conne'cted ‘aground _ I,ageconductonlSand‘the base, of transistor 89. The emitter of 
“mu?” _l'9 through 2} 'resltsmrl‘u, find a tempera-“m com' -transistor:89isconnected through the parallel combination of 

1' " pwsatmg mode 4.2’ A diode: has "5 anode conngpltetd tome a resistor 92 and a capacitor 94 to supply voltage conductor 
" ‘col-18cm’ of translsmr 31 and “5 cathode connected m the col‘ ‘.18. The collector of transistor 89 is connected throughithe 

' leciorvof t-tansisvwt‘as' A amen; limiting-faggot“ connects - “parallel combination of a capacitor‘ 95 and a resistor 93mto 
supply,voltageconductoril8 tothe collector of transistorz38. " groun conducto 19; " , ' " 

Collector of transistor‘? ls. connected‘ through a re' _ 'The collector of transistor- 89 is also connected to one plate 
‘ sister '45: to the-“base of a transistor 46. The emitter of ‘40 ofa low freque‘hcy shaping capacitor 96' ‘ , 
nans‘ismr'“ is dire-my copnecte‘d o supply'voltage Conductor ~ In the- refractory ‘circuit, the other Plate of capacitor 96 is 

j 18‘-_Thg-,colleCtor of transistor46 is connected through‘a load ‘ connected through arresistor 99 to the base of a transistor 1100‘ 

*' $512223] $18? ‘féznzgeégsgoéil?xgiezogiiimé The emitter of transistor 100 is directly connected to supply 
-;acrfdacap;cito:'50 to the base of transistor38g. The, output of 45 Voltage conductor‘ls' ‘The. cqlector .of translstor’loo ‘5 con 

~ - , > 7 > - . vnected through a_~cu,rrent limiting resistor 10] to ground con 

~ pulse generatorllleappears at thecollector of transistor ductor 19' A dibde. lozlhas its cathode connected to Supply 
' iInyol-tage‘inqeasing circuit 12’ the collector of transistor volta e conductor and its anode connected to the base of 
4'6 is'di'reg?yconnected to "the base of'a transistor 53' The col- trarisigstor v100 The,‘ base of transistor-1.00 is also connected to 

. lectoi' of transistor ‘53 is directly connected to supply voltage '- “ ' ‘ . ' 
_ 6 ~ . . - . ~ - = 50v supplyiyoltage conductor 18 through a resistor 103. 

'- fq-tiqu‘cmr fsr'angzts‘evmmerdlis' gognectedlghrglagh a 2mm“;- Thecollector of transistor-100 is also connected through a 
. imiting resistor: 'to-groun ‘con _uctor .' e emitter o i . ~ . ' ~, ~ . e ‘ 

transistor§53 isialso connected directly‘to electrode 13.‘The ‘'éilpagnor'ltm'anq’a“FY3231: ‘105 t9 thgdbage of Lran;',st9r~'1'06' 
base of transistor ‘53 is connected through a resistor 55 to the - .f- 211287‘: trans“?!- " d “t c0312: -t ?outg a f ‘asmg‘fe' 
base.‘ of -a transistor 56. T he timitter of transistor 56 is‘con- 55' S‘S 01.- e o groun con “C or‘ " Fm ec m 0 transls'or 

: nécted through avyariable kesisltbrt's-l’ and a resismrmsslto _ v 1'06 is connected to the base of. transistor 1'00 through are 
ngfidund conductor ‘9. supply ggltage conductor 18 is com ~S1St0l'108. Thegyernitter of transistor106 is directly connegted 

I nected ‘through,aresistort59anda diode 60 to thelcgllecmr‘of . {0 ground conductor-r19. A_ transistor 109 has its collector and 
trénsiStor-dS?Ihe Collector ‘of vtrarisistor~56 is further con- ‘emmer connegtedfactoss the plat? of_ capacuor 104 and ‘us 

» m ha 

_‘ plate is connected to electrode 14, An interference shield‘62 IS _ ' it , I Y _ g 
disposed about variable resistor 51. to screen out unwanted ex- ' “Pa-mm 10’ a ‘ESQ-5w’ 111’ and 'a' “3.8mm; 1432 tqywpd 

xydt-emall?eldse‘shield 62 is‘c‘ohnccted to qonqu‘ctor 35_ " , conductor -19_. They output‘from refractory circuit 16 is taken 
In R-wave ‘amplifierv 1'5, electrode “14 isconnected to ground frog‘ 3 pollmmtgrgledlatef¢§l5t°r5 ‘1 11 and_ 112- 14 h_ h h ‘ 

q ughia variable voltage-divider which includes a resistor.“ l 65 _ » beset emu" ZCSJmPHSFS aresetftransistor ‘w ic it, _ as E 
‘brand a resistor .65 which carries as-?movable wiper. A high “"5 35c copnfected'to gspg'mt mtermtedwfte "eS'StOYSJHMWd 
~,, ffre'qu'ency bypass capacitor 66 is~connected between resistor '7 ' 112" The emme‘r ‘°f‘'"tmn§'5t°r "4 "s_ dlrecny'connectcd‘to 
.; 64 and ground conductorllgz The wiper (‘m resistor 65 has‘its groundmonductor l9 and its‘collector is connected to theooL 

' -,- free‘erid connected to’ one end, of a'lresistor 67. The opposite to leek.” of trans'stor'a 1' ' 
end of- resistor 167“ is‘ connected “through ?fC?pUCilOl' ‘68 to v70 .OPERATlON 

when switchiZZ is'closed, a circuit is completed fromvfythe 
itlpositive terminaljot‘i‘battery 20 through resistor 3l0,i<diodeig2_v9, 
i resistor 28, ,the-draimsource circuit of ?eld effect; evic'e :23 

groundgconductofli fl‘he wiper of resistor 65 is also con 
[llv'nected to oneplate‘ofiacapa‘citor 69 whose opposite plate is 
_~'.,cqrinectedito lonefplate ofi'the capacitor 70. Aresistor'7l is 
'= nectedifronjtapotint_ intermediate capacitors 69 and 70 to 
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field effect device 23 is connected in the manner shown, the 
source-drain current is substantially independent of the 
source-drain voltage over a wide range of voltages. However, 
the particular current value obtainable in the source-drain cir 
cuit varies greatly from device to device. For that reason, 
either resistor 27 or resistor 28 can be chose as a “select" re 
sistor which is experimentally chosen in each circuit to pro 
vide a source-drain current of a predetermined level. Final 
trim of the current through the circuit is done by adjustment 
of trim resistor 30. Diode 29, while desirable when the pacer is 
to be used over a relatively wide range of ambient tempera 
tures, is not required. Diode 29 provides temperature com 
pensation for the variation in emitter junction characteristics 
of transistor 31 with temperature variation. Since a predeter 
mined magnitude constant current ?ows through the source 
drain circuit of ?eld effect device 23, the voltage across re 
sistor 30, diode 29 and resistor 28 is constant so long as sub 
stantially all of the ?eld effect device 23 source-drain current, 
and no other, flows through those components. A high input 
impedance device is presented between the base of transistor 
31 and junction 51 so no appreciable current flows into ?eld 
effect device 23 from that circuit branch. The base bias on 
transistor 31 is therefore constant regardless of supply voltage 
variations, and its collector current is controlled by the re 
sistance in the emitter circuit. The magnitude of the current in 
the collectorcircuit of transistor 31 is controlled externally by 
variable resistor 32 whose wiper is connected to a dial on the 
case of the cardiac pacer. That dial is calibrated in beats per 
minute in ranges from about 50 beats per minute to about 150 
beats per minute. Variable resistor 33 is used for ?nal trim to 
calibrate the unit before it is put into use. 

Current ?owing from the collector of transistor 31 into 
pulse generator 11 charges timing capacitor 36 to provide the 
timing between pulses. Resistor 37 is a high valued resistor 
which allows little current to leak from capacitor 36 during 
the charging cycle. After a predetermined charge time, the 
voltage across resistor 41 becomes large enough to forward 
bias the base of transistor 38. When transistor 38 starts to turn 
on, its collector potential falls toward ground, causing base 
current to flow through transistor 46 and resistor 45, turning 
on transistor 46. Turn on of transistor 46 brings its collector 
nearly to supply voltage and supplies base current for 
transistor 38 holding it on. Turn on of transistor 38 allows 
capacitor 36 to dump quickly through diode 43 and the collec 
tor emitter circuit of transistor 38. As soon as capacitor 50 
becomes fully charged, base current is cut off in transistor 38 
and it turns off, thereby turning off transistor 46. When 
transistors 38 and 46 turn off, capacitor 50 discharges through 
resistor 49, resistor 47, meter 48 and diode 39. Capacitor 36 is 
then ready to begin timing for the next pulse. That timing 
begins immediately and proceeds uninterrupted in a nonde 
mand unit, but is interrupted and reset in a demand unit as will 
be explained below. Diode 42 provides temperature compen 
sation for the emitter base junction of transistor 38. 
The output of pulse generator 11 is taken at the collector of 

transistor 46. A positive pulse is generated at this point by tur 
non and turnoff of transistor 46. The interval between pulses is 
determined by the magnitude of the current ?owing in the col 
lector circuit of transistor 31 and the size of timing capacitor 
36. The pulse width is determined by the magnitudes of re 
sistor 49 and capacitor 50. A visual indication of the genera 
tion of pulses is obtained from observation of meter 48. 

In portable cardiac pacers, it is highly desirable to apply a 
pulse to the cardiac tissue which is substantially in excess of 
the supply voltage, which is often about 10 volts. For this 
reason, pulses from pulse generator 11 are fed into a voltage 
increasing circuit 12 which is capable of producing pulses with 
nearly double the supply voltage. Immediately prior to a pulse 
from pulse generator 11, capacitor 61 is fully charged from 
positive supply conductor 18 so that approximately 10 volts 
appears across its plates. Electrodes 13 and 14 are both at 
ground potential. Appearance of the positive going pulse at 
the collector of transistor 46 drives transistor 53 into satura 
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6 
tion and raises electrode 13 to nearly supply voltage, approxi 
mately +10 volts. Resistor 58 is a small valued resistor and re 
sistors 57 and 59 are of approximately equal values when the 
entire length of resistor 57 is in circuit with the emitter of 
transistor 56. The positive going pulse also is transmitted 
through resistor 55 and turns on transistor 56 which brings the 
collector of transistor 56 rapidly toward ground potential 
(when resistor 57 is bypassed by its wiper). Since the voltage 
across capacitor 61 cannot change instantaneously, electrode 
14 immediately falls to a level of almost supply voltage below 
ground potential. Therefore, the potential difference between 
electrodes 13 and 14 is approximately twice the supply voltage 
during a pulse. 

Variable resistor 57 provides control of the current flowing 
between electrodes 13 and 14 during the pacer pulse. The 
wiper of resistor 57 is attached to an external control knob 
which is calibrated in milliamperes. As can readily be seen, as 
more resistance is inserted in the emitter circuit of transistor 
56, its collector-emitter current is reduced and the voltage dif 
ference between electrodes 13 and 14 is likewise reduced 
because the collector of transistor 56 falls to a point inter 
mediate between supply voltage and ground. 

During the pacer pulse, capacitor 61 discharges through the 
collector-emitter circuit of transistor 56, resistor 57, resistor 
58, resistor 54, electrode 13, the patient‘s'body, and electrode 
14. Upon termination of the positive pulse from the collector 
of transistor 46, transistors 53 and 56 turnoff and capacitor 61 
begins charging again from supply voltage conductor 18. 
When capacitor 61 is again fully charged, electrodes 13 and 
14 are both at ground potential. It can also be seen that use of 
capacitor 61 in the output circuit provides a bidirectional cur 
rent ?ow between electrodes 13 and 14 which is considered 
advantageous. 
The portion of the pacer apparatus described above will, if 

used without the remainder of the circuitry, provide free 
running pulses at a rate chosen by positioning of the wiper on 
variable resistor 32 and having a magnitude chosen by posi 
tioning of the wiper on resistor 57. The remainder of the cir 
cuitry pertains to demand pacer which is advantageous 
because energy is conserved in the battery when the heart is 
beating of its own accord and because pacer pulses are not 
supplied when they might compete with natural heartbeats. 
R-wave ampli?er 15 has a specially designed response curve 

which make it highly selective. its response curve is shaped so 
that the ampli?er rejects extremely low frequency signals, 
such as the heart's 'IT-wave, rejects 60 hertz interference 
signals and rejects high frequency interference signals (e.g. 
400 hertz). The ampli?er sensitivity is relatively low for 
signals of less than 15 hertz and rapidly rises to peak sensitivity 
at about 25 hertz. The sensitivity remains high up to nearly 60 
hertz and then drops sharply in a notch at 60 hertz and rises 
again quite sharply to a sensitivity less than that at 25 hertz for 
frequencies above 60 hertz. The sensitivity slowly decreases 
above about 100 hertz and the ampli?er is substantially insen 
sitive to signals of a frequency greater than 200 hertz. 

Signals from the heart and pacer pulses are sensed through 
electrode 14. These signals are picked off by the wiper of vari 
able resistor 65 and are fed into a twin-T ?lter network which 
includes capacitor 68, 69 and 70, and resistors 67, 71 and 72. 
The twin-T network is designed to provide the notch at 60 
hertz for strong rejection of interference at that frequency. 
The output of the twin-T notch ?lter is fed into a ?eld effect 
device 74 to prevent loading the twin-‘T, thereby making the 
notch sharper. Capacitors 73, 80, 88 and 96, the network con 
taining resistor 78 and 85 and capacitor 87 provide low 
frequency shaping to make the demand circuitry insensitive to 
T-waves generated by the heart and other low frequency 
signals. The R-C combinations of resistor 78 and capacitor 79 
and resistor 85 and capacitor 87 in the source circuits of field 
effect devices 74 and 81, respectively, provide low frequency 
shaping because those combinations provide an impedance 
which decreases with increasing frequency. Therefore, the 
output sensitivity of ?eld effect devices 74 and 81 increase as 
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‘the frequency increases. Capacitor 76 contributes to the high 
fretiuency rolloff in sensitivity. . 
{Diodes 82 and 83 provide a gate reference for ?eld effect 

de'iace 81 and further provide signal level limiting at the gate 
of fi?eld effect device 81. The primary purpose of diodes 82 
and 83 is to prevent overdriving. the ampli?er when‘ a pacer 
pul'sj'eis sensed at electrode 14 and transmitted back through 
Rbwave ampli?er 15. Pacer pulses are of the order of 15 volts 
which is 15,000 timesthe one millivolt minimal R-wave which 
is'i‘required to be sensed. The ampli?er must be sensitive 
enough to sense theR-wave yet must recover rapidly from a 
pacer. pulse..Diodes 82 and 83 aid in this function by shunting 
most vof the pacer pulse energy directly‘; to ground conductor 
19.?3- 1 

'Ihe sensed signal from ?eld effect device 74 turns on ?eld 
effect device 81, which in turn provides a signal at the base of 
transistor 89. Transistor 89 is biased “on” continuously by 
biaslresistors 90 and 91. The purpose of transistor stage 89, re 

' rs 92 and 93 andcapacitors 94 and 95 is to provide addi 
tl‘o'nal gain and to generate a bipolar output'signal in response 

monopolar signal of either polarity applied at electrode 
his is necessary because R-waves of either polarity can be 

generated in the same patient. Resistors ‘9,2 and 93 are chosen 
‘to "be of a magnitude which differs by a small factor, substan 
ti lly'less than 10. Capacitor 94 forms a differentiating circuit 
with" resistor 92. ln such a circuit, a monopolar input signal 
produces a bipolar output signal wherein the opposite polarity 
p rtions of the signal each have substantial magnitude. 
The signal, then, which is fed into resistor 99 as a result of 

apzR-wave of pacer pulse at electrode 14 contains both a posi 
tive'going and a negative going component. The major dif 
ference in the output signal depending on whether the input 
vSignal is positive going-or negative going is which of the posi 
aye going or negative going ‘components is generated ?rst. 
To obtain a demand pacer as above described whose rate is 

calibrated correctly when pacer pulses are ?red into either a 
purely resistive load or into the heart, arefractory circuit is 

> required. This circuit is needed because a pacer pulse ?red , 
intb'the heart elicits a driven R-wave which closely follows the 
pacer pulse, whereas no such phenomenon occurs when the 
pacer is ?red into a purely resistive load. Therefore, if no 
precautions are taken, the demand pacer will be reset by the 
pacer pulse,,will begin timing for the‘ next pacer pulse, and will 
hesreset again by the driven R-wave which follows that pacer 
pulse. Therefore, in the absence of a refractory circuit, the 
pacer will generate pulses at one rate when connected across a 
resistive load and will generate pulses at a somewhat slower 
ratewhen connected to an actual heart. Such a response also 
results in a timg,,interval between the last natural heartbeat 
and/the ?rst generated pulse which is different than the time 
interval between two succeeding generated pulses (and there 
forew'that between two succeeding generated heart beats). 
Refractory circuit 16 is designed to eliminate rate variation 
dufe’to sensing of the driven R-wave by ‘making the reset 
mechanism insensitive to any signal which follows a ?rst reset 
signal from ampli?er 15 by less than a predetermined time in 
terval. . 
" ,The bipolar signal from ampli?er 15 is transmitted to the 
base of transistor 100. The negative going portion of that 
signal turns on transistor 100 bringing its collector to nearly 
supply voltage. Turn on of transistor 100 begins charging of 
capacitor 104 and provides base current for transistor 106 
t ough capacitor 104 and resistor 105. Transistor 106'then 
11,1’: son bringing the voltage at the point intermediate re 
s, tors 103 and 108 to a predetermined level between supply 
voltage‘ and ground, thereby holding transistor 100 on until 
capacitor 104 is charged. The “on time“ of transistors 100 and 
106 is determined by the magnitudes of capacitor 104 and re 
'si'stor 105. As soon as capacitor 104 is fully charged, transistor 
106,}turn's off removing base current from transistor 100 and 
turning it off. ' 
..-‘Diod_e 102 provides emitter junction protectionv for 
trasistor 100 and speedslthe recovery of capacitor 96 and re 
sis r_\99'after occurenceofa high level signal. 
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Capacitor 104 and resistor 105 are chosen so that “on time" 

of transistors 100 and 106 is about 200 milliseconds. During 
that time, further pulses appearing at the base of transistor 
100 have no effect on reset transistor 114 since transistor 100 
is already turned on and neither a signal driving it on harder 
nor one tending to turn it off momentarily are felt by reset 
transistor 114. ' , 

When transistors 100 and 106 turn off, capacitor 104 begins 
to discharge through resistor 101, resistor ‘.1107 and resistor 
105. As soon as current flows through resistor-105 from this 
discharge current, a forward bias is created on‘the base of 
transistor 109- and capacitor-104 rapidly dumps through the 
collector-emitter circuitoftransistor 109. Thus, the refractory 
circuit has aquick recovery time. 
As transistor 100 turns on, charge current flows through 

capacitor 110 and provides base current for reset transistor 
114 until capacitor 110 becomes fully charged. Reset 
transistor 114 then turns on, ‘shorting the collector of 
transistor 31 directly to ground conductor 19 and dumping 
timing capacitor 36. When transistor 100 turns off, capacitor 
110 dischargesquickly through resistors 101, 112 and 111. 
Reset action occurs in response to either a sensed natural R 
wave or to a generated pacer pulse. In either case, itresets 
timing capacitor 36 to a‘ predetermined level and starts the 
timing cycle again in synchronization with the sensed signal. 
The signal transit times in voltage increasing circuit 12, am 

pli?er 15, refractory circuit 16, and reset circuit 17 and the 
fact that capacitor 36' is‘normally dumped to a slightly dif 
ferent reference level by reset transistor 114, than it is by 
diode 43 and transistor 38 make it clear that the time between 
pulses in the pacer described normally is slightly different 
when the demand circuitry is disabled and when it is active. In 
the preferred form, the pulse rate scale is calibrated'when the 
demand circuitry is active, because that is the normal use 
mode. ' ' . > 

it is obvious that transistors and ?eld effect devices of the 
opposite conductivity type can be-used in-the invention by 
simply reversing battery polarities and making appropriate 
biasing adjustments. 

lclaim: 
l. A regulated power supply providing a current which is 

substantially independent of relatively large supply voltage 
variations; the. supply comprising: 

a source of voltage; . 
constant current means providing a substantially constant 

current independent of relatively wide variations in volt 
age thereacross; 

constant voltage means for providing a substantially con 
stant voltage thereacross when a substantially constant 
current is applied thereto, serially connected to the 
means for providing a substantially constant current; 

circuit means connecting the serial combination of the con 
stant current means and the constant voltage means 
across the source of voltage; 

current control, means having a pair of input terminals and a 
pair of output terminals, exhibiting a high input im 
pedance between the input terminals, providing a current 
between the output terminals which is substantially inde 
pendent of source voltage variation when a relatively con 
stant voltage is applied between the input terminals, and 
having the input terminals connected across the constant 
voltage means; 

the constant current means comprising a ?eld effect device 
having source, drain, and gate electrodes with the- drain 
electrode serially, connected _to the constant voltage 
means, the gate electrode connected to the source of volt 
age, and impedance means connecting the source elec- 
trode to the source of voltage; 

the current control means including variable resistance 
means, a transistorhaving emitter, base and collector 
electrodes with the base electrode connected to one end 
of the constant voltage means the variable resistance 
means connected between the emitter electrode and the 
other end of the constant voltage'means, and the collec 
tor'electrode connected to one of the output terminals. 
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2. A cardiac pacer having a highly stable, controllable pulse 
generating rate comprising: - 

a power supply according to claim 3; ‘ 
pulse generating means connected to ‘the source of voltage, 

the pulse generating means including current controlled 
timing means connected to at least one of the output ter< 
minals of the current control means; 

electrode means, including at least one electrode adapted to 
contact cardiac tissue, connected to the pulse generating 
means; 

condition responsive means adapted to be responsive to the 
beating action of a patient’sheart to provide a signal in 
dicative of a heartbeat; and ’ 

reset means connected to receive signals from the condition 
responsive means and to reset the timing means to a 
predetermined level in response thereto. 

3. A regulated power supply providing a controllable mag 
nitude current which is substantially independent of relatively 
large supply voltage variations, the supply comprising: 

a voltage source; 
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m 
a ?eld effect device. having source, drain, and gate elec 

trodes; 
?rst resistance means connected between the source elec 

trode the gate electrode; 
second resistance means; 
circuit means serially connecting the first resistance means. 

the source and drain electrodes, and the second re 
sistance means across the voltage source, thereby provid 
ing a predetermined voltage drop across the second re 
sistance means so long as substantially all the current 
?owing through the source-drain circuit of the ?eld effect 
transistor, and no other current, ?ows through the second 
resistance means; 

a transistor having emitter, base and collector electrodes, 
with the base electrode connected to one end of the 
second resistance means; and 

variable resistance means connected between the emitter 
and the opposite end of the second resistance means for 
controlling the magnitude of the current at the collector. 
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